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Gum Bichromate Printing 
The Pleasure and Pain 

History: 
The first claim to a cox:isistent gum bichromate printing process 
was logged by John Pouncy in 1895. Earlier experiments involving 
the light sensitivity of bichroma .tes . go back as far as the late 
1700's. The process was widely used during the late 1800's and 
early 1900's by members of the Photo-Secessionists, embracing the 
pictoralist stance and the emotive effects of tone and brush work 
that gum provided. During the 1960's gum experienced a renewed 
interest and attention to its possibilities as a medium and 
expression for postmodern themes. 

The Negative: 
For a single color. gum print a negative that . would print well 
around a grade 1 or 2 works well. Because of it's fluid nature 
many options present themselves for gum negatives, from enlarged 
negatives to acrylic lifts to photoshop separations. 

The Chemistry: 
Depending on what you read or who you talk to their are almost 
unlimited options and combinations for gum bichromate sensitizer 
solutions. From my experience I prefer to use Po~assium 
Dichromate mixed at a 10% solution with distilled water. The Gum 
Arabic should be 14 baume. The watercolors should be professional 
grade. Windsor-Newton have worked well for me. 

The Solution: 
1 part gum arabic 
A small uworm" of watercolor pigment 
1 part potassium dichromate solution 
Record all amounts 

It is important to start . . with the gum, add the pigment and make 
sure to mix completely before · adding the dichromate solution and 
mixing again. This is the formula I follow. Their are many other 
variations in chemistry and proportions which may or may not 
effect contrast, color, clearing and whatever else you can think 
of. 

Paper: 
I prefer Arches Acuarelle hot press 140 or 300 pound. Also I have 
toyed with Grain Satine to mixed results. Again lots of options 
here, just keep track of what works for .YOU and stick to paper 
with good . wet strength. If I'm going to make a straight gum print 
with multiple passes I'll shrink the paper in hot water for 10-15 
minutes and then dry it to help in keeping registration over 
multiple passes. 



Sizing: 
I don't do it, it's messy, nasty ·and I'm not looking for the 
potential inc. .rease .. in contrast .. wi.th -briighter whites. · .. But it is an 
option that lots of printers · -use. Traditionally two steps are 
used, one with a .. gelatin coat, fo'llo~ed by a Glyoxal o:r; formalin 
layer. Both Glyoxal and.formalin are ·extremely dangerous 
chemicals that you do not ~ant to breath or touch under any 
circumsta~ces. · 

_Expos,ing: 
As a general rule overexpose the print. Detail will slough off in 
development. You'll have to figure out the balance here. To much 
exposure and you stain your highlights, not enough and the image 
will wash away. 

Development: . 
Yet ·another hotly contested area of gum printing. I've read about 
anywhere from ten minutes to twenty four hours of development. 
The theory is longer development results in cleaner highlights 
with slightly more tonal separation and ~a~ge. Development 
usually takes place in . still water with the print fa~e down. Make 
sure to gently lift , the print to make sure no air bubbles are 
forming. Keep t~e bath clean and start with 70 degree water. I 
develop by inspection usually with a minimum of 20 minutes moving 
up to several hours. I look for the high~ights to ~!ear, but hold 
detail, as well as ~nformation in the . sha4ows depe~ding on what my 
intention is with that particular pass(pass ~ntails the coating, 
drying, exposing and developing of a gum print, if yQ..u use 
multiple colors ·or . negatives you will make multiple passes). 
During the development _ process, especially . after extended soaking 
the print is extremely fragile, DO NOT TOUCH T~ EMULSION. 

Clearing: 
After I have finished all of the passes on a pri _nt I let it dry 
and then come back and clear it. Fo·r this I use a 1% solution of 
sodium metal:>isulphite in a spray bottle. I· spray the print while 
it's dry and let it sit for up to a minute, then I wash the .print 
in still water for 15-20 -minutes changing the bath periodically. 
This clearing helps in rem~ving the yellow ~ichromate stains that 
may appear in your highlight's. 

Options: 
One of the great lures of this process is its almost limitless 
flexibility. Changes in chemistry, dilution, pigment, water temp 
all affect your image. As well as the potential ' for printing oyer 
other processes from platinum, to cyanotype. Brush work and 
running water also can aid in the 9evelopment process. Whether . 
your goal is highlight or shadow intensification or four color 
reproductions, gum has an expressive quality and plasticity which 
can aid in your pursuit of · your own creative voice. Enjoy, and 
don't forget to take good notes. 

This hand out brought to you by the . letter G 
and John Hirsch, · 200~ 
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Platinum & Palladium Printing 
Procedure & Practice & Occasional Pitfalls 

~ (Pt)& (Pd) 

Materials: ~ 

• Ferric Oxalate #1 
• Ferric Oxalate #2 **** 
• Palladium chloride solution ( Pd ) 
• Platinum Chloroplatinite sol. ( Pt ) 

• 1% _gold chloride 
• Etch baths (various) : Hypo clear, EDTA, citric acid, HCL 

Muriatic acid 
• Developers ( various) : Ammonium citrate, Sodium acetate, 

· Potassium Oxalate 

• Brush-hake style ...... . 

Papers: There are many: but we recommend: 
Arches Platine, Cranes platineotype, Crane's stationary, Cranes Cover, 
Buxton, Lenox. 
Bh Fav: Canson Vidalon or Beinfang Graphics 360 

-STEPS-
• Coat/Coating: you may use a fine washy hake brush, or a foam 

brush or a glass rod-which saves chemistry. 

• Blowdry 
• Expose - this is a develop out process and test strips are 

recommended 
Though- whisper in the highlights can approximate proper time. 

• Develop- instant. ... 40 sec - 1 minute 
• Clear-3 baths 5 mins each 
• Wash-15 mins 
• Dry-

/ 
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Coaauc · coetrol di.an for Pliltlaum Ptta11D1. 

I 
P2per Comp:ui.loo I N epth'c C~ntn.11 . 

(llfobrom) 

I Verv high I NIA 

I Qutte high I . NIA 

Quite high 0 

Contr2sty I 1 

Nonn2I 2 

About nonn2l 3 
S0mewh21 thin 4 

Quite thin ~ 

Very thin ~IA 

Very thin NIA 

For an 8Xl0 size print 

sol. 1 sol.2 sol .3 
Soludon A Solution 8 
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Solution C 
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Pbtlnum P2per I Description 

Very soft 
; 

Quite soft 

Quite soft 

Soft 

Normal 

Nonn2I 

Hard 
; 

Qui1e hard 

Very h2rd 

For extreme contrast 



(§>PLATINUM-PALLADIAt HAND COATING©> 
an ALTERNATIVE PROCESS WITH 

BRENTON HAMILTON 
(§> 

Again we find ourselves indebt to Sir John Herschel. It was his announcement of 
the light sensitivity of platinum compounds in 1832 that begins this story like 
many others. However it was left to Wm. Willis to patent and come to terms with 
this exquisite and idiosyncratic process. 

Platinum-Palladium is a very beautiful historical process that is back in fashion. 
One look at a print or better yet even a little experience with preparing prints 
yourself and much more discussion isn't necessary .... they are lovely. 

In this process we are still in the service of iron compounds. So it too is in part a 
ferric process. What is curious is that iron salts will reduce platinum or palladium 
salts in .the presence of a developer . A developer suitable to the process will 
dissolve the ferric salts and allow Pt. or Pd. metal to be reduced to the metallic 
state. 

As you will encounter the development process is virtually instant. Later, most of 
the iron compounds not affected by light will be dissolved in your clearing agent. 

Also interesting is the stability of the metals platinum and palladium. Both are 
extremely stable earth elements . In fact platinum is considered more noble than 
gold . ,. 

The prints are characterized by an extremely long scale. That is that all the 
information on your negative from the deep shadows to the highlights will be 
available in your print . They are beautiful. beautiful. !!! ! 

Like most hand made processes this work has a directness to it that is for me at 
least arresting . When you look upon your work the prints have an unmistakable 
presence. There isn't a gelatin overcoat to gaze through. Rather, the emuls .ion 
rests on the surface of the support. There is a "feeling" to hand coated platinum 
prints that is distinctive. 

Many variables exist in this process and I encourage you to accept ·that as a 
component in this work. Be accepting and flexible as you approach and deal 
with the materials . As they will be forgiving if you let them. 

THE PROCEDURE:~ 

You must compound the emulsion yourself. This is done in· a round bottomed 
shot glass. Follow the contrast chart in your tech packs. As this will . describe the 
contrast formulas for the different highlight densities. 
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Have your paper taped down so that it will not move about as you coat. It is also 
very important to have your hake brush soaked in distilled water-but before you 
brush , squeeze out the excess with your fore & middle finger. 

Coating is next-admittedly it is intimidating at fir st. Hold the compounded 
emulsion in your shot glass. Pour it in a line across the surface of your paper . 
Then brush gently to coat the image area of your negative . You can make tick 
marks with a pencil (ONLY) to remind you the place that your negative will 
occupy. Also coat outs ide the ticked off area to include a test strip. 

Now dry your sensitized paper. Use a hair dryer on the low or medium heat and 
speed setting . It is possible to apply too much heat. This can result in nasty 
blotches of reduced 1pockets 1 and would ruin your efforts . Also please do not 
stand with your head over the paper as you dry it. The heat does liberate 
oxalates and these are possibly harmful to you over time. It is very important to 
remove all of the moisture from the emulsion. The paper must be dry enough to 
crinkle when it bends. 

Cut off a test strip and expose under our nifty UV Light Banks, or use the sun. 
You will often notice a printed out form on your tests and full sheets. But it is not 
necessarily a benchmark as it is in other processes. You must test or you will 
waste material. The printed out image is usually yisibl y but faint . 

In yol.lr e~~luations_ o~ test strips it is impo~an _t t<? _dry the_ strip and only then 
make dec1s1ons. This 1s because dry down 1s s1gn1f1cant with the matte surface 
that we deal with in the process. 

When your decisions are made print the full sheet. I always dry the full sheet 
aga_in gently before printing. As the emulsion is hydroscopic . 

When you develop your prints and test strips be certain that you are using a tray 
that has been marked for this process only. As it is sensitive and finicky about 
contaminates of any kind. The development procedure takes place in a dry tray
and the developer is poured upon the print in one fluid motion . 

The developers are poured back to their bottles and used over and over . When 
you place the prints in a try be sure it is bone dry . This is because the emulsion 
is still water soluble . remember that- same with the bottom of your bottle ... it 
needs to be dry. 

Most printers that I know usually develop for a full minute though the reaction is 
immediate. You should wear gloves when you handle the print in the de'veloper . 
ALWAYS. 

Always handle your wet prints gingerly . As they are fragile at this point. 

Now move the developed print through three baths of clearing agent. 
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